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ABSTRACT: Charge partitioning during the dissociation of protein complexes in the gas
phase is influenced by many factors, such as interfacial interactions, protein flexibility,
protein conformation, and dissociation methods. In the present work, two cysteine-
containing homodimer proteins, β-lactoglobulin and α-lactalbumin, with the disulfide bonds
intact and reduced, were used to gain insight into the charge partitioning behaviors of
collision-induced dissociation (CID) and surface-induced dissociation (SID) processes. For
these proteins, we find that restructuring dominates with CID and dissociation with
symmetric charge partitioning dominates with SID, regardless of whether intramolecular
disulfide bonds are oxidized or reduced. CID of the charge-reduced dimeric protein complex
leads to a precursor with a slightly smaller collision cross section (CCS), greater stability,
and more symmetrically distributed charges than the significantly expanded form produced
by CID of the higher charged dimer. Collision-induced unfolding plots demonstrate that the
unfolding−restructuring of the protein complexes initiates the charge migration of higher charge-state precursors. Overall, gas
collisions reveal the charge-dependent restructuring/unfolding properties of the protein precursor, while surface collisions lead
predominantly to more charge-symmetric monomer separation. CID’s multiple low-energy collisions sequentially reorganize intra-
and intermolecular bonds, while SID’s large-step energy jump cleaves intermolecular interfacial bonds in preference to reorganizing
intramolecular bonds. The activated population of precursors that have taken on energy without dissociating (populated in CID over
a wide range of collision energies, populated in SID for only a narrow distribution of collision energies near the onset of dissociation)
is expected to be restructured, regardless of the activation method.

■ INTRODUCTION
The ability to preserve noncovalent interactions in protein
complexes by kinetically trapping solution structures upon
transfer into the gas phase, typically by nanoelectrospray
ionization (nano-ESI), has enabled native mass spectrometry
to emerge as a powerful bioanalytical tool for protein complex
analysis.1−3 The charge state in the gas phase often reflects
protein conformation from electrospray,4,5 and probing the
charge-state distribution (CSD) provides clues for protein
structural analysis. In addition to the mass measurement of the
intact complex, subcomplexes can be generated in the gas
phase to provide insights into the stoichiometry and topology/
geometry of protein complexes. Two gas-phase dissociation
methods for studying quaternary structures of protein
complexes by collision with a target are collision-induced
dissociation (CID)6,7 and surface-induced dissociation
(SID).8,9 CID is a multistep process with energy being
deposited via a large number of collisions with an inert gas.10

Typically, CID of protein complexes produces fragments
consisting of highly charged monomers and their comple-
mentary (n−1)-mer products.7,11 In contrast, during the SID

process, the analytes are activated by undergoing a collision
with a target surface that is much more massive than either the
analyte ion or the collision gases used for CID. SID produces
more symmetric CSD of product ions and subcomplexes,
providing information on protein topology and connectiv-
ity.12−15 Another useful technique often coupled to native mass
spectrometry is ion mobility, which provides rotationally
averaged collision cross sections (CCS) of ions in the gas
phase and is thus another probe of the gas-phase protein
structures.16,17

The typical CID process for protein complexes generates
asymmetric charge partitioning. Asymmetric charge partition-
ing during the CID process has been shown to be related to
the precursor charge state, internal energy, protein flexibility,
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and conformation.18−22 Jurchen et al. showed that the 15+ α-
lactalbumin dimer, which has four intramolecular disulfide
bonds in each monomer, dissociates into monomers with a
symmetric charge distribution via CID. When the disulfide
bonds in the protein were reduced, the charge distribution of
the dissociated products become asymmetric, which was
explained by the unfolding of the proteins allowed by the
increased flexibility gained in the absence of disulfide
bonds.18,19 In addition to flexibility, Hall et al. showed that
charge reduction of protein complexes can influence collision-
induced modification pathways, as well. The possible pathways
include unfolding, noncovalent dissociation, and backbone
fragmentation, and the resulting pathway is proposed to be
related to the relative energy barriers of each pathway.22

In contrast to CID, SID at appropriate collision energies for
complexes with structures that are, e.g., not intertwined, is
proposed to overcome the high energy barriers of the
dissociation pathways and produce subcomplexes with a
more symmetric charge-state distribution. Charge-reduced
protein complexes have exhibited more “native-like” dissocia-
tion patterns in the gas phase based on the collision cross-
sections (CCS) of the subcomplexes and on the types of
subcomplexes formed.23

In this paper, we first focus on the β-lactoglobulin
homodimer with disulfide bonds intact (BLG(ox)) and
reduced (BLG(red)). We compare the SID patterns of the
β-lactoglobulin homodimers with the CID results. Next, we
present the influence of the precursor charge state of the
reduced and oxidized protein complexes on both the CID and
SID pathways. The collision-induced unfolding (CIU) and
surface-induced unfolding (SIU) profiles of the precursors at
different charge states were also measured to gain insight into
the competition between the restructuring and dissociation. In
addition, similar experiments on α-lactalbumin were performed
to extend the conclusions that can be made for dimeric
proteins.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents. Serum amyloid P (SAP) from human serum,

avidin, concanavalin A (CONA) from Canavalia ensiformis,
alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), β-lactoglobulin (BLG), and α-
lactalbumin (ALB) were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St.
Louis, MO). All protein complexes were buffer exchanged into
200 mM ammonium acetate (AmAc) (MilliporeSigma, St.
Louis, MO) solution using Micro Bio-Spin P6̅ columns (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA). The reduction conditions for disulfide
bonds in BLG and ALB were optimized to achieve similar CSD
with and without reduction to preserve native-like structures.
This milder reduction contrasts with the study by Jurchen et al.
in which complete reduction was initiated and reoxidation was
prevented by the addition of iodoacetamide; we chose to avoid
the restructuring that might be caused by chemical
modification. The reduction results were monitored by native
MS after online buffer exchange to 200 mM AmAc on a
modified Exactive Plus EMR Orbitrap Mass Spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific, Walthan, MA). The optimized reduction
conditions consist of incubation in 50 mM dithiothreitol
(MilliporeSigma, St. Louis, MO) for 20 min at 50 °C for β-
lactoglobulin and 0 °C (on ice) for α-lactalbumin. The
disulfide-reduced proteins were buffer exchanged into 200 mM
AmAc with 5 mM dithiothreitol for measurements on a Synapt
G2 instrument (Waters Corporation, Wilmslow, UK).

Triethylammonium acetate (TEAA; 20% (v/v) 200 mM;
MilliporeSigma, St. Louis, MO) was used for charge reduction.

Instrument Settings. Collision-induced dissociation, sur-
face-induced dissociation, and ion-mobility experiments were
performed on a modified Waters Synapt G2 quadrupole/ion
mobility/time-of-flight mass spectrometer.24 Samples were
loaded into an in-house pulled glass capillary (Sutter, BF100-
78-10), a 0.368 mm diameter platinum wire was inserted into
the back of the capillary to provide the spray voltage, and
samples were sprayed at complex concentrations of 5−20 μM
using nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI). The SYNAPT G2
HDMS (Waters Corporation, Wilmslow, U.K.) is modified
with a surface-induced dissociation (SID) device incorporated
between a truncated trap traveling wave ion guide and the ion
mobility cell.12 The following instrument parameters were
used: sampling cone, 20 V; extraction cone, 2 V; source
temperature, 20 °C; trap gas flow, 2 mL/min for MS and SID
modes and 4 mL/min for CID mode; trap bias, 45 V. The SID
settings are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Collision-
induced dissociation (CID) was performed by varying the trap
cell collision voltage with the SID set in the transfer mode.
Accurate masses were measured on an Exactive Plus EMR
Orbitrap instrument (Thermo Scientific) modified with a
quadrupole mass filter and a surface-induced dissociation
device.25 The samples were injected on a self-packed buffer
exchange column (Bio-Rad P6̅ packing material) using an
Ultimate 3000 RSLC (Thermo Scientific) coupled to the
modified Exactive Plus EMR Orbitrap instrument (Thermo
Scientific).25,26 The mobile phase was 200 mM ammonium
acetate. The flow rate was 100 μL/min, and proteins typically
eluted within 1.2 min.

CCS Calculation. The theoretical CCS values were
calculated from the PDB models of 2Q2M (β-lactoglobulin
dimer) and 1BEB (β-lactoglobulin monomer) using the
IMPACT software27 and the projected superposition approx-
imation (PSA) server.28−31 Based on empirical data, the
projection approximation (PA) CCS values need to be
corrected by using the equation

= × ×
i
k
jjjjjj

y
{
zzzzzz1.14

M

M
exp

pdb

2/3

where Ω′ is the corrected CCS value, Ω is the PA CCS value,
Mexp is the experimental mass, and Mpdb is the theoretical mass
calculated from the PDB structure.22,32 Experimental CCSs
were measured following a published protocol16,33 using
cytochrome C (6+, 7+), β-lactoglobulin (7+ to ∼9+),
transthyretin (14+ to ∼16+), avidin tetramer (15+ to
∼18+), concanavalin A tetramer (20+, 21+), and serum
amyloid P pentamer (22+ to ∼26+) as calibration standards.
At the time of this work, no database of CCS values for charge-
reduced standards17 was available. The present paper, however,
focuses only on relative CCS changes and not absolute values,
so use of corrected PA values after calibration with standards
sprayed in ammonium acetate is appropriate.

Data Processing. Data acquired on the Synapt G2 were
processed with MassLynx v4.1 and DriftScope v2.1. The drift
time profiles were extracted by using TWIMExtract v1.3.34 The
unfolding plots were generated using CIUSuite1.35 Data
acquired on the EMR were processed with an Xcalibur 2.2
(Thermo Scientific). The laboratory frame collision energy is
defined as the collision voltage (trap CE for CID and [trap bias
−60] for SID) multiplied by the precursor charge state.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CID/SID Comparison for Homodimers with Intact vs

Reduced Disulfide Bonds. Jurchen et al. previously reported
that CID of dimers with intramolecular disulfide bonds within
the subunits, such as α-lactalbumin, leads to the generation of
almost equally charged monomers while CID of the dimers
after reduction of the disulfide bonds results in asymmetrically
charged monomers.18 This change was proposed to be due to
the increased flexibility of the proteins after reduction of the
intramolecular/monomeric disulfide bonds. Hall et al.
indicated that low flexibility of a protein subunit would lead
to “atypical” CID, leading to symmetric charge partitioning
without unfolding.11 The rigidity effect on SID behavior,
previously explored by Harvey et al.36 without reduction/
oxidation of disulfide bonds, was evaluated in the work
reported here by dissociating β-lactoglobulin (BLG) dimer and
the corresponding partially disulfide-reduced dimer. The
dominant charge states of the β-lactoglobulin dimer are from
11+ to 13+ when spraying from 200 mM AmAc (Figure S1A).
The gentle reduction conditions used in this work, reduction of
an average of one disulfide bond per monomer, do not change
the charge-state distribution of the β-lactoglobulin dimer
(Figure S1B).
Similarly to the intramolecular disulfide-containing α-

lactalbumin previously investigated by the Williams group,
native BLG monomers have disulfide bonds although BLG has
only two, Cys106−Cys119 and Cys66−Cys160, and one free
thiol group at Cys121. Previous research shows that heating
will induce aggregation of the BLG which is most likely
mediated by the free thiol group.37 The Cys106, -119, and -121
sit in a very hydrophobic pocket between the α helix and the β
sheet of a single monomer. During heating, the unfolding of
the monomer causes loss of the helical structure and allows the
Cys121 to reversibly create a Cys106−Cys121 disulfide and a
free thiol at Cys 119, which induces the aggregation.38 In order
to maintain the interface of the BLG dimer and minimize
overall structural change, we optimized the reduction

conditions by monitoring the mass shift of the proteins with
online buffer exchange native MS.26,39 We found that in 50
mM dithiothreitol, after 20 min incubation at 50 °C, the
average mass increased by 2 Da for each subunit after
reduction (Figure S2) which indicates the reduction of only
one disulfide bond. Presumably only the water-accessible
disulfide bond Cys66−Cys160 has undergone reduction. More
monomer was observed in the sample with reduced disulfide
bonds (Figure S1B), which suggests that the reduction has an
effect on the structure and that it causes a loss of around 30%
dimers. Thus, we also compared the CCS of the oxidized 11+
dimer, BLG(ox), and the reduced dimers, BLG(red) (Figure
S3), and found there was no significant CCS change after
reduction. For each monomer, there is an additional peak
corresponding to a mass increase of 324 Da that is due to
lactosylation in the samples,40 and the precursor selection
window of ∼30 m/z is not narrow enough to exclude all the
peaks with the modification.
Native-like dimer with a precursor charge state 11+ and with

disulfide bonds intact was selected for dissociation by CID and
SID. When CID at 1100 eV is applied, the monomers
produced from the 11+ BLG dimer show dominant charge
states 6+ and 5+, consistent with a symmetric distribution of
charge (Figure 1A), while the monomers from the disulfide-
reduced BLG show dominant 7+ and 4+ charge states, which
are more asymmetric (Figure 1C). This result corresponds to
what was observed by Jurchen et al. for α-lactalbumin.18,19
Parts A and C of Figure 2 show that at lower CID energies
(<800 eV) both oxidized and reduced precursors yield
primarily charge-symmetric monomers. However, at higher
CID energies, asymmetric charge distributions result, with the
disulfide-reduced sample producing a greater percentage of
monomers with an asymmetric monomer charge distribution
relative to the oxidized sample. This indicates that higher CID
energies promote restructuring/unfolding and charge migra-
tion; e.g., the energized protein subunit becomes more flexible.

Figure 1. MSMS spectra of the 11+ BLG dimer. (A) CID 1100 eV of BLG dimer with disulfide bonds intact (BLG(ox)); (B) SID 550 eV of
BLG(ox) dimer; (C) CID 1100 eV of BLG dimer with disulfide bond reduced (BLG(red)); (D) SID 550 eV of BLG(red) dimer. Blue and pink
labels indicate charge symmetrically and asymmetrically distributed monomers, respectively; purple labels indicate precursor peaks, ‘M’ indicates
monomer, ‘D’ indicates dimer, and the number indicates the charge state.
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In contrast to the CID behavior, the SID shows different
behaviors for the BLG dimers. When an SID energy of 550 eV
is applied, the products have a charge-state distribution
centered around 6+ and 5+. Values of 72% of 6+ and 5+
monomers in reduced dimers and 87% in oxidized dimers are
observed, and the charge-state distribution is predominantly
symmetric regardless of whether the disulfide bond is reduced
or intact (Figure 1B,D). Interestingly, from SID, the reduced
11+ BLG dimer shows increasing, but still minor, 18% 7+ and
4+ monomer signals compared with the 8% in oxidized 11+

BLG dimer (Figure 2B,D). This could suggest that during the
SID process there is a competition between charge migration
and dissociation, with a fraction of the complexes following the
unfolding/charge migration pathway. Alternatively, there could
be some CID contamination in the experiments (gas is present
in the SID region) or there could be a population of more than
one initial structure impacting the surface (e.g., either the
partial reduction did not reduce the same disulfide bond in all
copies of the complex or a population of structures (including

Figure 2. Unfolding profiles and overlaid energy-resolved mass spectra (ERMS) plots of the remaining precursor 11+ (A−D) /9+ (E−H) BLG
dimer upon CID (left four) and SID (right four). Subfigures ABEF are from BLG with disulfide bonds intact (BLG(ox)), and CDGH are from the
disulfide bond reduced (BLG(red)). Lines in the ERMS plots represent the relative intensities of different species versus the collision energies;
white, remaining dimer precursor; pink, asymmetric charge partitioning monomers; light blue, symmetric charge partitioning monomers. Cartoons
at the sides represent the dominant products at high energies (above 1,000 eV).
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different protonated forms) is produced during ionization and
transmission).
The combined results for the disulfide-reduced BLG suggest

that the increase in flexibility within each subunit upon
reduction does not influence the SID process as much as the
CID process. The difference between the CID and SID
behavior reveals different dominant dissociation pathways
following the energy deposition process, with multistep
activation in CID resulting in more unfolding and asymmetric
charge distribution and the energy-jump activation in SID
resulting in direct monomer−monomer separation.
The same dissociation trends recorded for BLG were also

observed for the four-disulfide-containing protein α-lactalbu-
min (ALB). As shown in Figure S4, ALB(ox) shows a
dominant symmetric charge distribution from both CID and
SID throughout the energy range, whereas ALB(red) 11+
shows a dominant asymmetric charge distribution from CID.
Similarly to BLG, when the precursor charge state is reduced,
all conditions (CID or SID) generate monomers with
symmetric charge partitioning. We also observed that ALB
(red) had more precursor left than ALB(ox) for both CID and
SID (Figure S4). A similar trend was also seen from BLG
(Figure 1), but it is more pronounced with ALB. The increased
remaining precursor abundance possibly suggests that
increased flexibility requires energy for restructuring and/or
leads to the production of a restructured (gas-phase annealed)
form of the complex that is more difficult to dissociate.

Charge Reduction Changes the Restructuring and
Results in Symmetric Charge Distributions by CID and
SID. As shown in previous research, the reduction of precursor
charge states will result in different dissociation pathways for
CID processes.21,22 It has also been suggested that lower
charge states can preserve more native-like structures for
proteins and protein complexes and stabilize them in the gas
phase for many globular proteins and complexes.21,23,23,36,41−43

In this work on β-lactoglobulin and α-lactalbumin, we further
illustrate how the precursor charge states also play a role in the

symmetry of the charge partitioning during the dissociation
processes in CID and SID.
When we spray the homodimer β-lactoglobulin with 20%

(v/v) TEAA (a charge-reducing agent), the charge-state
distributions of the reduced and oxidized BLG dimers are
similar and the 9+ dimers are the dominant dimer species
(Figure S1C,D). The reduced and oxidized 9+ BLG have
similar CCS values, which are 100 Å smaller than the 11+
dimers and closer to the theoretical CCS (Figure S3).
Interestingly, when a charge reduced 9+ dimer precursor is
selected, the charge-state distribution of products for either
CID or SID through all the dissociation energies are the same
for dimers with oxidized and reduced disulfide bonds. The 5+
and 4+ monomers are the dominant species (Figure 3)
regardless of the oxidation state of the 9+ precursor.

CIU Reveals That an Unfolding Pathway Causes the
Asymmetric Charge Partitioning. Collision-induced un-
folding (CIU) profiles are widely used for the analysis of
proteins and protein complexes, e.g., differentiating stability for
protein variants, protein complexes, and antibodies.20,35,44−49

CIU is used here to illustrate the relationship between
asymmetric charge partitioning and the unfolding process. As
shown in Figure 2A, the 11+ BLG dimer precursor keeps its
original CCS when the CID energy is below 330 eV. From the
overlaid energy-resolved mass spectrum (ERMS) plot, the
precursor is intact in this low energy range as well. With
increasing collision energy from 440 to 550 eV, the precursor
experiences a dramatic structural change and undergoes
dissociation. When the activation energy is higher than 550
eV, the CCS values of oxidized BLG dimer increase from
approximately 3300 A2 in the native-like measurement to
approximately 3900 and 4200 Å2. However, the reduced BLG
shows more extended conformations, with CCS around 4300
Å2, at high collision energies, as expected by the release of one
disulfide bond. There is also slightly more precursor preserved
for reduced BLG (compared with BLG (ox)) with CID
energies from 550 to 880 eV, which is likely because a greater
fraction of the total energy is used to further unfold the

Figure 3. MSMS spectra of the 9+ BLG dimer. (A) CID 1170 eV of BLG dimer with disulfide bonds intact (BLG(ox)); (B) SID 540 eV of
BLG(ox) dimer; (C) CID 1170 eV of BLG dimer with disulfide bond reduced (BLG(red)); (D) SID 540 eV of BLG(red) dimer. Blue and pink
labels indicate charge symmetrically and asymmetrically distributed monomers, respectively; purple labels indicate precursor peaks, ‘M’ indicates
monomer, ‘D’ indicates dimer, and the number indicates the charge state.
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precursor and enhance the charge migration process. An
alternative or additional explanation could be that the different
rearranged/annealed structures require different dissociation
energies. When the deposited collision energy is high enough
(880 eV), the reduced BLG reaches its most extended
conformation of 4310 Å2. Production of monomers with
complementary asymmetric charge partitioning (including 7+
and 4+ and 8+ and 3+) starts at around the same energy,
which is consistent with the extension/restructuring of the
precursor. These results indicate that the reduction of the
disulfide bond increases the flexibility of the protein, and with
high enough collision energy, the protein will start unfolding/
restructuring, undergo further charge migration, and produce
the asymmetric charge partitioning products.
The data presented in Figure 2 show that the symmetric

monomer charge distribution at lower collision energies occurs
with limited CCS change and the asymmetric charge
distribution at higher collision energy occurs with unfolding,
as evidenced by increasing CCS values. Our explanation is that
CID is a multiple collision restructuring process. During CID,
the collisions initiate some restructuring of the protein
complex followed by and facilitating the charge migration.
The proton migration could be driven by Coulombic
repulsion,50 salt bridge cleavages,51,52 and local change in
basicity53 due to the structural changes. Charge migrations
would enhance the unfolding and restructuring of the subunit.
With unfolding and restructuring, the protein interface is
disrupted as well. The restructured subunit will be ejected from
the complex.54 Thus, the process results in the asymmetric
charge partitioning of the dissociated monomers.
In contrast to the CID behavior, the SID process deposits

higher energy into the protein complex with only approx-
imately a single collision step with a more massive target.55

The large excess of internal energy56 enables a kinetically
favored dissociation process. This fast energy transfer is unlike
the multiple-step CID energy deposition, limiting the multiple-
step local restructuring process and allowing the disruption of
interfacial interactions. The direct dissociation without large
CCS changes in SID reveals the more “native-like” structure
and topology of the protein complex and generates a more
symmetric charge partitioning in the products. This mecha-
nism is supported by the results shown in Figure 2B,D. The
SIU plots show that the precursors are dissociated even at 220
eV SID energy and only a very small percentage of precursor
remains around energies 220−440 eV, with more limited CCS
change compared with the CIU plots in Figure 2A,C. From the
ERMS plot in the SID data (Figure 2 B,D), we find that the
charge distribution is still influenced by the reduction of the
disulfide bond with more 7+ and 4+ monomers (20% at 660
eV) compared with the oxidized BLG (9% at 660 eV),
although the 6+/5+ pair still dominates. The extended reduced
dimer precursor has a CCS around 3800 Å2, and oxidized BLG
dimer precursor is around 3600 Å2 at 330 eV. The observation
of more 7+ and 4+ monomers with reduced dimer is also
consistent with the observation of the more extended
conformation of precursor left in the SIU of the reduced
precursor at 330 eV.
An interesting result is apparent when the CCS profiles of

the generated monomers are compared (Figure S5). The main
characteristic that determines the CCS of the products is the
charge state.23 Most monomers produced from BLG share
similar CCS at the same charge state regardless of the energy,
precursor charge state, type of excitation, and number of

disulfide bonds. The monomers are more compact (1750−
1800 Å) at low (4−5) charge states and more extended
(1900−2300 Å) at higher (6+ to ∼7+) charge states. As shown
in Figure S3, the theoretical CCS of monomer is around 1650
Å and the experimental 5+ monomer CCS is around 1700 Å.
One major difference appears for the SID 6+ monomers, which
show two distinct conformations after dissociation. For all SID
6+ monomers, the more compact conformation, which has a
CCS similar to that of the 6+ monomer from CID, is generated
around 50 eV lower in energy than the extended conformation.
One plausible explanation is that at lower SID energies, all of
the energy is used for dissociation. At higher energies, the extra
internal energy distributed into the complex is also used for
restructuring;57 however, this expansion does not involve
charge migration because the CCS increase of 7+ monomers is
very minor at high energy. Because the more extended 6+
conformer is produced at higher energies than the compact
one and no significant increase in the higher charge product
(e.g., 7+) is detected, we assume that the more extended
product is the result of unfolding after activation or that two
different charge distributions or two different disulfide
reduction sites of dimer have different energy requirements
for dissociation and unfolding. Formation of the 7+/4+
monomer pair from 11+ dimer is only a minor process for
SID but is more significant and energy dependent for CID.
We next sought to determine the role of the precursor

charge state in unfolding during the CIU and SIU processes.
To do so, we selected a BLG complex with a lower charge state
(+9) for the CIU and SIU experiments. When dimers with
lower charge (+9 compared to +11) are selected for CID, both
reduced and oxidized BLG samples produce monomers with
remarkably similar, predominantly symmetric charge distribu-
tions. From both CIU plots (Figure 2E,G), the extended
conformation of the 9+ dimer precursor has a CCS of around
3120 Å2, which is much smaller than the 3900−4310 Å2
expanded 11+ charge state. With limited structural expansion,
the charge migration is limited and results in a symmetric
charge distribution of the products. Note that the dimer
precursor undergoes compaction prior to an abrupt, but
limited, expansion in the CID 400−500 eV range. Collision-
induced dissociation happens at significantly higher energies
than the rearrangement of the 9+ precursor complex structure
and requires a much higher CID energy compared with the
11+ precursor.
To further measure characteristics of the CID-restructured

form of the 9+ dimer precursor, we performed SID on the in-
source CID activated24 9+ dimeric precursor with disulfide
bonds intact (Figure 4). The results show that with 200 V in-
source cone activation the dimer is more extended/source-
restructured, as shown by a shifted/later drift time distribution
(Figure 4A). The in-source (CID) restructured 9+ dimer
requires a significantly higher SID energy to dissociate than the
original 9+ dimer and generates more monomers with charge
asymmetrically distributed compared to the more native-like
dimer that did not undergo restructuring in the source (Figure
4B,C). This suggests that the source-restructured (CID-
restructured) dimer no longer preserves its entire, original
native-like protein−protein interface; while some features of
the original interface might still be intact, others may be lost
and new interactions may have formed to produce the
measured elongation and additional stability. Both the 9+
and 11+ precursor dimers undergo restructuring upon
activation prior to dissociation. The extended conformation
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at 9+, e.g., in Figure 2E/G, has a smaller CCS compared to
that of the extended 11+ dimer, e.g., in Figure 2 A/C, and CID

generates a more symmetric charge-state distribution of the
monomers for both oxidized and reduced 9+ dimeric protein.23

In the case of SIU, the charge-state distributions of the
monomers are consistent with the precursor conformations
measured by IM as well. The plots for oxidized versus reduced
+9 BLG precursor (Figure 2F,H) are similar to each other;
however, the disulfide bond reduced BLG has an extended
conformation around 3500 Å2 at SID energy 180−270 eV that
is absent, or much less abundant, in the oxidized sample.
Additionally, the ERMS plot for the reduced 9+ precursor
shows slightly higher asymmetric 6+ and 3+ monomer
products in addition to the dominant symmetric 5+ and 4+
monomers, consistent with greater flexibility offered by
disulfide bond reduction.
The shapes of the ERMS plots for the precursor ions also

supply clues about the protein structural differences and
dissociation pathway differences. For CID, the reduction of
precursor charge state results in a significant increase of
dissociation onset energy (dissociation of 20% precursor) from
450 eV for 11+ to 1100 eV for 9+ precursor (Figure 2A,E).
This large increase indicates that the number of charges plays a
significant role in the dissociation process. Comparing the
plots for +11 dimers with intact and reduced disulfide bonds
(Figure 2A,C), the flatter slope in the 400−900 eV range
indicates more energy is used in the restructuring process
rather than the dissociation process after disulfide bonds are
reduced. These experimental data are consistent with our
computational model that showed that SID appearance
energies can be predicted from structural features of the
protein−protein interface, including intrasubunit rigidity.36,58
In contrast to CIU and ERMS plots, the SIU and ERMS

plots of the 9+ and 11+ precursor dimers (Figure 2B−H) share
similar features. The reduction of the charge state only
increases the onset from around 150 to 200 eV, which is much
smaller than the CID onset energy increase (450−1100 eV).
Moreover, the reduction of the disulfide does not dramatically
change the shape of the precursor SID ERMS plot, although
the SIU plot for 9+ shows a minor shift in CCS at the lowest
SID energy that causes dissociation (180 eV). This suggests
that the major SID process does not involve significant
structural change and the dissociation is more dependent on
the initial, not restructured, interfaces of the protein
complexes. From previous research, SID onset energy is
correlated to the interfacial size/strength of the protein
complexes.36,58 The small difference in the ERMS onset
energy (lowest energy where dissociation is measurable) for 9+
vs 11+ BLG dimers suggests the preservation of a similar
interface at different charge states. Overall, the results are
consistent with SID dissociating/measuring “native-like”
interfaces. The similar CCS values of the monomeric product
ions, regardless of the activation energy or activation type,
suggest that the monomeric product ions have enough energy
to reach a stable gas-phase structure prior to the CCS
measurement.

Competition between Dissociation and Unfolding
Pathways. The results presented here suggest that competi-
tion between direct dissociation and restructuring of the
protein complexes occurs with CID and SID. With the
disulfide bonds intact, the BLG has a more rigid structure and
a relatively small interface (468 Å2, from Proteins, Interfaces,
Structures, and Assemblies (PISA) analysis59 of PDB 2Q2M),
consistent with a high energy barrier for unfolding and charge
migration compared with dissociation. In this case, both the

Figure 4. A) Drift time distributions of the 9+ BLG dimer with
disulfide bonds intact, at cone voltages of 20 V (black) and 200 V
(red). B) SID energy-resolved tandem mass spectra (ERMS) of the
9+ BLG (ox) dimer at cone voltage 20 V. C) SID energy-resolved
tandem mass spectra of the 9+ BLG (ox) dimer at cone voltage 200 V.
Black lines represent the relative intensity of the precursor, the red
lines indicate the monomer products with an asymmetric charge
distribution, and the blue lines indicate the monomer products with a
symmetric charge distribution.
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CID and SID lead to monomer products without charge
migration. Unfolding/restructuring can occur for both the
oxidized and reduced forms of the dimer, although the barriers
and extent of unfolding will differ. In the unfolding pathway,
the energy barrier is determined by the structures. With
gradual restructuring from multiple collisions in CID, charge
migration is promoted, decreasing the energy barrier for
further restructuring.53,60,61 During the restructuring process,
the interfacial interactions are gradually disrupted and finally
lead to the ejection of the unfolding monomer.53 Moreover,
when at least one disulfide bond is reduced, the energy barrier
of the further unfolding process is predicted to be lower than
that for the protein complex with all disulfide bonds intact.
The charge partitioning of the CID monomers is similar in the
400−900 eV range for the 11+ dimer, however, as illustrated in
Figure 2C; the 4+ and 7+ monomer pair from the disulfide-
reduced dimer starts increasing more dramatically as a function
of collision energy when the energy is higher than 900 eV
(Figure 2A,C). When only one disulfide bond is reduced, the
energy barrier for charge migration is still slightly higher than
the dissociation energy barrier. Therefore, there is a
competition between the two pathways. When the CID energy
is not high enough for significant restructuring, the dimer
undergoes the dissociation pathway to produce the charge
symmetric 5+ and 6+ monomer pairs as the dominant
products. The increasing dissociation energy overcomes the
charge migration energy barrier to a more extended
conformation, which results in a charge migration pathway
for the CID process with an asymmetric charge distribution.
Unlike CID, SID of the dimers does not suggest a

multicollisional restructuring/unfolding process followed by
dissociation from the unfolded state for the majority of the
dimer population. Rather, the restructuring and dissociation
happen at the same stage after an “energy-jump” deposition,
with the majority of the dimer population dissociating and the
remainder (minor population) restructuring (Figure 2B,D).
From the SIU, the remaining precursor is unfolded to a similar
extent as it is in CID. More symmetric charge partitioning is
observed in SID suggesting that most of the deposited energy
is used for dissociation rather than restructuring, prior to
dissociation. (see decrease of the precursor in the ERMS plots,
Figure 2B,D,F,G). The proposed mechanism for SID is that
the large energy deposition and redistribution of the internal
energy leads to a more kinetically favored fast dissociation
pathway without restructuring and charge migration, produc-
ing a symmetric (native-like) charge distribution.62

When the number of charges on the protein complex
decreases, the number of ways to arrange those charges into
structures without significant Coulombic repulsion is in-
creased. This reduces the extent of restructuring and charge
migration of the complex. As a result, the 9+ BLG dimer
undergoes dissociation without a charge migration pathway
over the measured energy range. This does not mean, however,
that the 9+ dimer has not restructured because the 9+ dimer
activated by in-source CID is much more difficult to fragment
(requires a higher input of energy) by CID or SID than the
initial 9+ dimer, while also producing different ratios of
symmetrically to asymmetrically charged monomer products.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This work provides insights into the dissociation and
restructuring pathways of homodimeric proteins with CID vs
SID. The results confirm that the basis of the asymmetric

charge partitioning in CID is the restructuring of the protein
complex and that this restructuring process is less dominant
with SID. Generally, SID exhibits reduced conformational
disruptions (restructuring) of subunits prior to dissociation
due to its ability to directly overcome the dissociation energy
barrier, reducing the charge migration that occurs prior to
dissociation. In contrast, CID favors restructuring pathways of
the protein complexes, and this process is precursor charge-
state dependent, with different structures produced for
different precursor charge states. Use of both CID and SID
for different charge-state precursors is recommended when
characterizing the structure of an unknown protein complex to
generate complementary structural information. CID and CIU
are suggested when comparing flexibility or local structural
change, while SID can be applied to interpret the native
structure of the protein complexes. Further investigation with
the same experimental design using heterodimers would
increase our understanding of charge partitioning mechanisms
in the protein complexes during dissociation. A final takeaway
message, which reaffirms what we and others have cautioned in
some settings, is that while CID of lower charge states can lead
to symmetric charge partitioning, users should not assume that
the dissociation has occurred from a native-like state; multistep
CID activation can cause restructuring that precedes
dissociation. This caution applies to in-source CID and in-
source trapping that are often used to provide “cleaner”
looking peaks. Practitioners should be aware that “pretty is not
always better” if the goal is to fragment the native-like
structure. Use in-source CID and in-source trapping with
appropriate caution; they are useful for mass measurements
but can cause problems for structure or stability determi-
nations.
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